Summer School  August 15 to 29, 2020

Sustainable Use of Resources in Theory and Practice
Faculty of Engineering, Campus Rüsselsheim

Scientific Programme:
Lectures, excursions and a real hands-on laboratory course:
- Generation and Use of Renewable Energies
- Resource-saving Production Methods
- Recycling Strategies and Dismantling of E-Waste
- Improving Biodiversity
- German language courses for beginners, special offers for advanced students (e.g. working on application documents)

Requirements: General Engineering Knowledge
Language: English
Value: 3 Credit Points

Cultural Programme:
- Heidelberg, Mainz, Rüsselsheim and Kronberg
- Boat trip on the Rhine, seeing Loreley and castles
- Visit to Frankfurt and its famous museums festival
- Trip to the “House of Sustainability” in Johanniskreuz
- Ride to Limes/Saalburg with picknick in roman ruins

Costs: 600 € (lectures, labs, excursions, accommodation, some of the meals) or 100 € for HSRM-students (without need of accommodation and with mensacard)

Registration until June 15, 2020

Hochschule RheinMain
University of Applied Sciences
Environmental Engineering
Tel: +49-6142-898 4123
E-Mail: sekretariat-utd@hs-rm.de

See you in RheinMain!